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With the increasingly frequent development of international communication, and 
the flourish of Internet, the communication between different languages become more 
important, thus promoting the rapid development of the translation industry. The 
current translation market is still human-based translation, although human 
translations can fully be up to the standard of translator, but it is inefficiency and high 
cost, so computer-aided translations is commonly used. Aided translation system 
based on cloud platform②  applies advanced computer and language processing 
technology to translation sector to improve the efficiency of translation task. 
We focus on assisted Pinyin input method based on cloud translation platform, 
by combining the useful information of aided translation scene and assisted 
translation platform, the accuracy rate of decoding process improves, and combining 
the advantages of independent translation with the intelligence of background process. 
For Assisted Translation scenarios, this paper focuses on the model of the input 
method, the selection and construction of features. We finally implement the aided 
translation input method software. The main works is as follows: 
1 We draw on log-linear model and related features of statistical machine 
translation system, and applied to assisted translation input method. Consider in 
the scene of assisted translation, the result of machine translation may be 
conformity with the artificial translation in word or phrase level. We proposed a 
new feature, that is the alignment of the result of machine translation system and 
artificial translation, of the log-linear model, and implement a translation 
recommendation system that utilize the result of machine translation. 
2 The document to be translated in aided translation scene may relate to multiple 
domains, we adopt the adaption of language model to ensure that the input 
                                                 
② subproject of national key technology support program, “coordinated multilingual translation service based 















method can be applied to multi-domain translation tasks. And, in the framework 
of the log-linear model, we integrate the features of domain adaptive language 
model, Pinyin Dictionary probability and the alignment of machine translation. 
Through all the strategies as above, the decoding accuracy of aided translation 
input method improve greatly on the test set of long sentences and phrases of 
specific field. 
3 In the process of constructing spatial structure for the decoding algorithm of the 
input method, we propose a syllable lattice structure and a corresponding 
minimum syllable segmentation algorithm to solve part of ambiguous problems 
caused by splitting the syllable, and an effective feature calculated algorithm is 
used to improve the efficiency of the decoder. 
In summary, the feature integration based on log linear model improves the 
precision of decoding for long sentence, and short phrase of specific domain, and help 
interpreters translate with high quality and high efficiency. 
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图 1.1 云翻译平台的架构 
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